The Crucible Characterization

The purpose for this activity is to analyze the characters from the novel. You will practice inferring, summarizing, and analyzing characterization.

Your task for today is three-fold. First, you will summarize the character in six words. Second, you will pick what color best fits the character. Third, you will pick what type of weather this character would be. Let's look at an example.
Let's take the character of Harry Potter, for example!

1. **six word summary**: Courageous savior of the wizarding world.

2. **color and explanation**: Gold - Gold is one of the colors of Gryffindor, Harry's house at Hogwarts, which is known for its bravery. It is also a strong, primary, distinct color, which perfectly embody Harry's character.

3. **weather and explanation**: a thunderstorm - A thunderstorm can be strong and tumultuous (and include lightening). There is a calm after the storm.
For your assignment, you will choose two of the ten characters from your character chart to analyze. You will write your answer on a piece of notebook paper. It will look something like this:

**Harry Potter**
1. **six word summary:** Courageous savior of the wizarding world.
2. **color and explanation:** Gold - Gold is one of the colors of Gryffindor, Harry’s house at Hogwarts, which is known for its bravery. It is also a strong, primary, distinct color which perfectly embody Harry’s character.
3. **weather and explanation:** a thunder storm - A thunder storm can be strong and tumultuous (and include lightening). There is a calm after the storm.